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Abstract

Cells are exposed to various endogenous and exogenous insults that induce DNA damage, which, 

if unrepaired, impairs genome integrity and leads to the development of various diseases, 

including cancer. Recent evidence has implicated poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) in 

various DNA repair pathways and in the maintenance of genomic stability. The inhibition of 

PARP1 is therefore being exploited clinically for the treatment of various cancers, which include 

DNA repair-deficient ovarian, breast and prostate cancers. Understanding the role of PARP1 in 

maintaining genome integrity is not only important for the design of novel chemotherapeutic 

agents, but is also crucial for gaining insights into the mechanisms of chemoresistance in cancer 

cells. In this Review, we discuss the roles of PARP1 in mediating various aspects of DNA 

metabolism, such as single-strand break repair, nucleotide excision repair, double-strand break 

repair and the stabilization of replication forks, and in modulating chromatin structure.

Cells are exposed constantly to various genotoxic stresses that can lead to DNA damage, the 

repair of which is crucial and requires robust mechanisms for both the detection and repair 

of the damaged DNA1. One of the earliest events in the DNA damage response (DDR) is the 

recruitment of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1; also known as ARTD1) to diverse 

types of DNA lesions. PARP1 is an abundant nuclear protein that post-translationally 

attaches a negatively charged polymer termed poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) to itself and to 

multiple target proteins. This poly(ADP)ribosylation (PARylation) activity contributes to 

most of the known functions of PARP1 in DNA repair, including repair of single-strand 

breaks (SSBs) and double-strand breaks (DSBs), in the stabilization of DNA replication 

forks and in the modification of chromatin structure, the details of which are discussed in 

this Review.
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As targeting the DDR machinery is an attractive strategy for designing novel 

chemotherapeutics, there has been an intense clinical focus on PARP1 in the past few years. 

This strategy involves inhibiting the catalytic activity of PARP1 in cancers that are defective 

in genes that are involved in DNA repair pathways. This approach gives rise to synthetic 

lethality, a phenomenon in which mutations or perturbations of two genes together result in a 

loss of cell viability, whereas mutation or perturbation of either gene alone does not result in 

a loss of viability2. The utilization of targeted PARP inhibition for the treatment of various 

cancers is likely to give rise to distinct mechanisms of resistance to this inhibition3. 

Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the crucial roles of PARP1 in DNA repair is of 

paramount importance for the development of successful therapeutic regimens for the 

treatment of different cancers.

Biochemical activities of PARP1

PARP1 was the first member of the PARP family to be identified, which now comprises 18 

distinct members4. The main role of PARP1 is to catalyse the polymerization of ADP-ribose 

units — derived from the ADP donor NAD+ — resulting in the attachment of either linear or 

branched PAR polymers to itself or other target proteins (FIG. 1). PARP1 is a highly 

conserved, multifunctional enzyme that is found in eukaryotes. Its structure has been 

extensively characterized5–9 and it consists of three main domains: an amino-terminal DNA-

binding domain (DBD) that consists of zinc finger motifs, a BRCT domain-containing 

central auto-modification domain and a highly conserved carboxy-terminal catalytic 

domain10–12. These domains together mediate the response of PARP1 to different kinds of 

DNA damage. The activity of PARP1 is stimulated markedly in the presence of various 

activators, including DNA damage11,13 (FIG. 1). Although PARP1 is the dominant member 

of the PARP family of proteins, some of its functions in DNA repair are shared and overlap 

with those of PARP2 (REFS 14–16). Indeed, genetic disruption of both PARP1 and PARP2 

in mice results in embryonic lethality16, demonstrating the redundancy of these enzymes.

The roles of PARP1 in the DDR have been studied extensively. Induction of various kinds of 

DNA damage results in rapid recruitment of PARP1 to sites of damage through its DNA-

binding ability11,17. This stimulates the catalytic activity of PARP1, which results in the 

synthesis of PAR chains on itself and on histone and non-histone proteins15,18,19. This 

enzymatic reaction results in the covalent attachment of ADP-ribose units to Glu, Asp or Lys 

residues of acceptor proteins by a transesterification reaction. Repeating units of ADP-ribose 

are attached through 2′,1″-O-glycosidic ribose–ribose bonds to produce long 

(approximately 200 ADP-ribose units) linear chains of PAR in vitro, which contain branches 

every 20–50 ADP-ribose units11,20 (FIG. 1). Proteins involved in the DDR and in DNA 

metabolism can bind to PAR on PARP proteins through non-covalent interactions, which 

results in their recruitment to sites of DNA damage21. The target proteins that interact non-

covalently with PAR generally contain PAR-binding modules, such as PAR-binding 

consensus motifs (PBMs), PAR-binding zinc finger motifs (PBZs), macrodomain folds, 

WWE domains and many other modules21,22. The PAR-binding modules in these target 

proteins frequently overlap with important functional domains, which are activated through 

binding to PAR and mediate biological functions such as binding to DNA, protein–protein 

interactions, nuclear localization and other functions18,23–25 (FIG. 1).
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The generation of PAR following stresses, such as metabolic, oxidative, oncogenic or 

genotoxic stresses, is an extremely rapid process; however, PAR is also catabolized rapidly 

by proteins that promote PAR degradation11,26. The prompt turnover of PAR is crucial for 

efficient DNA repair27–29. Defects in PAR catabolism result in increased DNA damage and 

are deleterious to cells30–32 (BOX 1; FIG. 1).

PARP1 mediates excision repair

Single base modifications or nucleotide damage are the most common type of DNA damage; 

thousands of new lesions are induced each day by reactive endogenous metabolites and also 

from spontaneous decay of DNA33. These base or nucleotide modifications are repaired by 

excision repair mechanisms, which include single-strand break repair (SSBR), base excision 

repair (BER) and nucleotide excision repair (NER).

The roles of PARP1 in single-strand break repair pathways.

A varied number of DNA lesions can be formed by spontaneous SSBs and by base 

modifications, which include the oxidation of bases, the generation of abasic sites (also 

known as apurinic or apyrimidinic sites) and other base modifications (FIG. 2). Single base 

modifications can change base pairing properties and result in spontaneous mutations that 

are associated with cancer predisposition33.

SSBs are very rapidly detected and bound by PARP1 (REF. 34). This is followed by the 

addition of PAR onto PARP1 itself, resulting in its activation, and the addition of PAR on 

other target proteins. Indeed, using PARP1 inhibition or depletion, PARylation has been 

shown to increase the rate of SSBR29. The mechanism by which PARP1 activates SSBR 

could be by promoting the accumulation of SSBR components and/or their stabilization at 

SSBs. A core factor in SSBR is X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 1 (XRCC1), 

which acts as a scaffold for SSBR proteins, such as DNA ligase 3 (LIG3), DNA polymerase 

β and bifunctional polynucleotide kinase 3′-phosphatase (PNKP), thereby stimulating the 

repair process35–38 (FIG. 2a). The rapid recruitment of XRCC1 to SSBs is dependent on 

PARP1 or PARP2 (REFS 14,33,35,39,40). A recent study has shown that mutations in 

XRCC1 in humans and mice lead to defective SSBR and to neuropathological defects owing 

to futile hyperactivity of PARP1, which arises from unrepaired SSBs41. This hyperactivity of 

PARP1 results in depletion of cellular NAD+ pools, which leads to cell death. Other possible 

roles of PARP1 in SSBR may include promotion of the gap-filling step, and an involvement 

in the final DNA ligation step by mediating the supply of ATP33,42,43 (FIG. 2a).

The repair of another type of single base lesion — single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) nicks — 

has recently been shown to require the activity of PARP1. ssDNA nicks result from the 

aborted activity of DNA topoisomerase 1 (TOP1). TOP1 relaxes topological stress in the 

DNA by transiently nicking one DNA strand, controlling its rotation around the intact strand 

and, finally, religating the nick. However, the cleavage–religation cycle can be interrupted, 

resulting in the formation of abortive TOP1–DNA complexes that are known as TOP1 

cleavage complexes (TOP1cc). TOP1cc are removed from the DNA by tyrosyl-DNA 

phosphodiesterase 1 (TDP1), which hydrolyses the phosphodiester bond between the DNA 

3′ end and the catalytic TOP1 Tyr moiety44–46. TDP1 is a target of PARP1, and its 
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PARylation not only stabilizes it but also enhances the recruitment of TDP1 to TOP1cc, 

thereby facilitating their removal (FIG. 2b). The exposed nick can then be a substrate for 

SSBR, in which the recruitment of XRCC1 is also mediated by the PARP1–TDP1 

complex47. PARP1-knockout cells have lower TDP1 activity, strengthening the view that the 

PARP1–TDP1 complex stimulates the activity of TDP1 (REFS 44,47). This could also 

explain the epistasis that is observed in the sensitivity of PARP1- or TDP1-deficient cells to 

TOP1 inhibition, as the TOP1cc that are generated by treatment with TOP1 inhibitors are not 

repaired owing to the decreased activity of PARP1 (REF. 48).

Does PARP1 function in base excision repair?

BER is one of the major pathways for the repair of oxidative base damage, alkylation 

damage and abasic sites on the DNA. In BER, damage to bases is detected by apurinic-

apyrimidinic (AP) endonucleases that indirectly create SSBs, which are then processed by 

factors that are shared with SSBR33. Multiple studies have suggested that PARP1 has a role 

in BER49,50. However, conflicting reports found that PARP1-deficiency or PARP1 inhibition 

in cells may or may not result in hypersensitivity to agents that are known to cause base 

lesions50–54. Furthermore, the presence of active PARP1 at sites of damage can reduce the 

kinetics of the BER process55–57. Together, these reports suggest that PARP1 is not essential 

for BER, and that the presence of catalytically inactive PARP1 might inhibit the process. 

This is in contrast to SSBR, in which PARP1 is indeed required for the detection and 

subsequent repair of SSBs33 (FIG. 2a). Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that PARP1 

might be required for the downstream processing of the SSBs that arise from the initial steps 

of BER. In line with this, it has been suggested recently that a subset of DNA lesions, which 

includes purine base damage that is repaired by the BER pathway, could require PARP1, 

whereas repair of pyrimidine base damage could be PARP1-independent58.

Chromatin remodelling in global genome nucleotide excision repair.

The NER pathway is responsible for the repair of bulky DNA lesions that arise from 

multiple sources of mutagenic agents, including ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Recent studies 

have shown that PARP1 functions in the initial steps of damage recognition in global 

genome nucleotide excision repair (GG-NER), which is a dominant subpathway of NER 

(FIG. 2c). The NER pathway uses multiple proteins for damage recognition, removal of 

stretches of ssDNA that contain damage, gap filling of the excised region and ligation. UV 

damage is recognized by xeroderma pigmentosum group C-complementing protein (XPC) 

and RAD23B, which associate with the DNA damage-binding protein 1 (DDB1)–DDB2 

complex59. This complex ubiquitylates core histones, which can lead to nucleosome 

displacement and can stimulate repair60–62. XPC binds to PAR through its PAR-binding 

sites, and this is important for XPC recruitment to UV lesions. PARP1 also interacts with 

DDB2, and its binding to DDB2 at chromatin damaged by UV radiation stimulates its 

catalytic activity63,64. The stimulation of PARP1 activity results in ubiquitylation-

independent chromatin decondensation, which may facilitate repair65 (FIG. 2c). DDB2-

stimulated PARylation of histones by PARP1 then mediates the recruitment of the 

chromatin-remodelling helicase amplified in liver cancer protein 1 (ALC1; also known as 

CHD1L) through its PAR-binding domains to further stimulate the repair of UV lesions63.
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The ensuing UV-lesion recognition by DDB2, which recruits PARP1 to the sites of damage 

and activates it64,65, results in chromatin remodelling by ALC1, and further recruitment of 

XPC. Interestingly, recruitment of XPA, which is involved in lesion verification during NER, 

has also been suggested to be dependent on PAR synthesis66 (FIG. 2d). Whether recruitment 

of PARP1 to GG-NER sites is mediated only by its interaction with DDB2 or also involves 

other factors, still needs to be clarified. The role of PARP1 in promoting NER through its 

interactions with DDB2 and ALC1 appears to be physiologically significant, as PARP 

inhibition in cells results in sensitivity to UV irradiation63.

DNA double-strand break repair

DSBs are produced following exposure to DNA-damaging agents, such as ionizing 

irradiation, and endogenously from the collapse of replication forks or during programmed 

genome rearrangements (which include class-switch recombination (CSR), V(D)J 

recombination and meiosis)67. DSBs are repaired either through homologous recombination 

(HR) or through non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), the choice of which is determined by 

cell cycle phase and chromatin context68,69.

PARP1 as a sensor of DNA double-strand breaks.

PARP1 recognizes DNA breaks, and its activity is involved in the early recruitment of 

factors to facilitate DSB repair13,70–73. PARP1 deficiency or inhibition results in delayed 

activation of DDR proteins such as phosphoryl ated histone H2AX, p53 and structural 

maintenance of chromosomes protein 1 (SMC1), which are targeted to DSBs by the apical 

DDR kinase ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM)74 (FIG. 3). ATM contains PAR-binding 

domains, and its interactions with PAR stimulate its activity in vitro74,75. However, mice 

deficient in both PARP1 and ATM display embryonic lethality, suggesting that, despite their 

interaction, they have redundant roles in the DDR76. PARP1 is also involved in the rapid 

recruitment of the DNA damage sensors meiotic recombination 11 (MRE11) and Nijmegen 

breakage syndrome protein 1 (NBS1; also known as nibrin) to sites of DSBs77. MRE11 has 

a putative PAR-binding domain, suggesting that its recruitment could be dependent on the 

activity of PARP1 (REF. 77) (FIG. 3). However, there might be other redundant pathways 

for the activation of the DDR, as PARP1-deficiency only delays the recruitment of certain 

proteins, but does not completely abolish it74.

The role of PARP1 in homologous recombination.

Early recruitment of the nuclease MRE11 by PARP1 activity could contribute to DNA-end 

processing at DSBs and could determine DNA repair-pathway choice by channelling the 

repair of DSBs towards HR. In support of this idea, HR following treatment with DSB-

inducing genotoxic agents was reduced in PARP1-deficient chicken DT40 cells78. Similarly 

to the MRE11–RAD50–NBS1 (MRN) complex, PARP1 has been implicated in the control 

and recruitment of important HR proteins. Most important among them is breast cancer type 

1 susceptibility protein (BRCA1), which controls not only the initial steps of DSB resection 

but has also been implicated in the loading of RAD51 onto DNA, which is essential for 

strand exchange during HR79–81. PARP1 is important for the early and rapid recruitment of 

BRCA1 to DSBs82 (FIG. 3a). However, there are also PARylation-independent mechanisms 
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through which BRCA1 can be recruited to DSBs, such as DNA damage-mediated 

ubiquitylation83. It remains to be tested whether the PARP1- and ubiquitin-dependent 

mechanisms are interdependent.

PARP inhibition or PARP1 loss results in a hyper-recombinogenic phenotype, which is 

evident from the increase in sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs) and the increased level of 

RAD51 foci formation at sites of DNA damage51,54,84–87. These data suggest that PARP1 

limits HR, and indeed it was shown that PARylation of BRCA1 by PARP1 is recognized by 

receptor-associated protein 80 (RAP80), which stabilizes the BRCA1–RAP80 complex and 

limits HR88 (FIG. 3b). Loss of PARylation of BRCA1 results in elevated recombination, 

suggesting that the requirement for PARP1 is to control and fine-tune the HR process in 

cells88. An alternative explanation for the increased level of SCEs that is observed in 

PARP1-deficient cells could be the loss of SSBR in these cells, which leads to increased 

levels of one-ended DSBs and thus a higher frequency of HR. In support of this hypothesis, 

deficiency of either XRCC1 or TDP1 also results in increased levels of SCEs89,90. This is of 

clinical interest owing to the synthetic lethality that results from the loss of BRCA1 or 

BRCA2 in combination with inhibition of PARP activity79,91–93. PARP inhibitors are 

therefore widely used in preclinical and clinical settings for the treatment of individuals with 

mutations in BRCA1 or BRCA2 (REFS 92–95). The proposed mechanism for the observed 

genotoxicity of PARP inhibition in BRCA1- or BRCA2-deficient cells is that PARP 

inhibition results in an increase in SSBs owing to the role of PARP1 in SSBR. The SSBs are 

processed into DSBs during DNA replication and are particularly cytotoxic owing to the 

reduced capacity for DSB repair in BRCA1- or BRCA2-deficient cells92,93. However, 

alternative but non-mutually exclusive models have been proposed to explain this synthetic 

lethality, as discussed below.

PARP1 function in non-homologous end joining.

NHEJ is active throughout the cell cycle but is the preferred mechanism for DSB repair in 

G1, when a DNA template that could be used for HR is absent. In vitro studies have shown 

that PARP1 can PARylate DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs), 

which is an important NHEJ factor. PARylation stimulates the kinase activity of DNA-PKcs, 

without the requirement for the KU70–KU80 complex96 (FIG. 3c). Furthermore, PARP1 and 

DNA-PKcs form a complex in vivo, suggesting that they act in the same pathway97; 

however, cells with a combined deficiency of PARP1 and DNA-PKcs have increased 

genomic instability and hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation compared with single 

knockouts, suggesting that the two proteins may act in parallel to repair DSBs98. A recent 

study showed that PARP1 can influence the classical NHEJ (cNHEJ) pathway by recruiting 

the chromatin remodeller chromodomain helicase DNA-binding protein 2 (CHD2) to sites of 

DSBs through the recruitment of XRCC4 (REF. 99) (FIG. 3c). Thus, PARP1 activity could 

increase the efficiency of cNHEJ.

Alternative NHEJ (aNHEJ) utilizes sequence micro-homologies between two DNA ends to 

facilitate ligation independently of cNHEJ factors such as LIG4 and the KU proteins, and 

instead requires processing of the DSB by the MRN complex100. aNHEJ is inherently 

mutagenic, as it generates insertions or deletions at sites of repair101. For example, aNHEJ 
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can facilitate CSR in the absence of cNHEJ, but this results in deletions and leads to 

translocations102. PARP1 may promote aNHEJ by competing with the KU complex for 

access to DNA ends. In the absence of the KU complex, PARP1 binding at DSB sites 

mediates repair by the aNHEJ pathway103–106. The reduction in the level of translocations 

following PARP1 inhibition in cells treated with DNA-damaging agents is further evidence 

that PARP1 mediates aNHEJ107. Similarly, in the absence of shelterin complex proteins, 

cNHEJ facilitates telomere end-joining and fusions108,109. However, in the absence of 

cNHEJ, these fusions are still observed and were shown to depend on PARP1-mediated 

aNHEJ110 (FIG. 3d). PARP1 is also involved in the recruitment of DNA polymerase θ (Pol 

θ), which mediates aNHEJ through its terminal transferase activity111–113.

Mechanistically, PARP1 may aid in the recruitment of the MRN complex to sites of DSBs. 

In the absence of KU70 or KU80, the MRN complex has access to the DNA ends and may 

initiate end processing, giving rise to DNA substrates that channel the repair towards 

aNHEJ77,103 (FIG. 3d). This could be clinically relevant, as BRCA1-deficient tumours are 

heavily dependent on Pol θ-mediated, error-prone aNHEJ repair for their survival111. 

Therefore, it is possible that the synthetic lethal interaction between PARP1 inhibition and 

BRCA1 deficiency could also be due to the loss of aNHEJ following PARP inhibition in 

BRCA1-deficient cells, which lack the ability to repair DSBs by HR.

PARP1 at DNA replication forks

Early biochemical studies have shown increased activity of PARP1 upon initiation of DNA 

synthesis and also at newly replicated chromatin, which suggest that PARP1 is associated 

with the DNA replication process114,115. In vitro studies have also implicated PARP1 in 

binding to DNA replication fork-like structures116. Indeed, PARP1 interacts with and 

stimulates the activity of multiple proteins that are involved in DNA replication117–119. 

PARP1 is also activated in response to replicative stress, as observed by increased 

PARylation in cells following treatment with hydroxyurea116. Recent high-throughput 

analysis of protein dynamics at replication forks has identified PARP1 at normal forks and at 

stalled forks. PARP1 protein levels were not observed to increase upon fork stalling but the 

levels of PAR glycohydrolase (PARG), which catalyses the degradation of PAR, are 

decreased at stalled forks120. Therefore, the increased PARylation observed upon fork 

stalling could be a result of PARG dissociating from the stalled forks.

Replication fork reversal.

PARP1 activity also regulates the rate of DNA replication fork progression in replication 

stress. PARP inhibition or its loss result in the abrogation of fork slowdown following 

treatment with various agents that poison the DNA replication process121–123. This 

phenomenon has been linked to the role of PARP1 in modulating replication fork reversal, 

which is a general mechanism of fork stabilization in conditions of replication 

stress121,124–126. Replication fork reversal is a mechanism in which a three-way junction at a 

replication fork is converted to a four-way junction by the annealing of the two newly 

replicated strands into a regressed arm at the forks125 (FIG. 4a). Fork reversal was long 

proposed to be a mechanism for lesion bypass and DNA damage tolerance in replication 
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stress in bac teria127. Recent studies in human cells have uncovered that fork reversal is an 

evolutionarily conserved mechanism that stabilizes replication forks that are exposed to 

multiple sources of DNA replication stress125. Inhibition of PARP1 activity in conditions of 

mild TOP1 inhibition prevents the formation of reversed forks, giving rise to increased 

genomic instability121. Subsequently, ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1 (RECQ1) was 

identified as a target of PARP1 activity and shown to be involved in the restart of reversed 

replication forks128. RECQ1 binds to PARylated PARP1, and this interaction inhibits the 

heli-case activity of RECQ1, thereby preventing the untimely restart of stalled replication 

forks and allowing repair of lesions ahead of the fork. Inhibition of PARP1 results in the 

activation of RECQ1-mediated fork restart in conditions of replication stress128 (FIG. 4a). 

This mechanism can explain the abrogation of fork slowdown observed upon PARP 

inhibition during replicative stress, as stalled forks could be restarted in an untimely manner 

owing to hyperactivity of RECQ1. This untimely restart could then lead to replication fork 

‘run-off’ into unrepaired lesions ahead of the fork, resulting in fork collapse and subsequent 

DSB formation121,128.

PARP1-mediated fork reversal and stabilization is adopted by cells following the 

introduction of a variety of replication stress-inducing agents123, and it is becoming 

increasingly clear that PARP1-mediated fork reversal is important for the maintenance of 

genome stability, not only upon treatment of cells with replication poisons but also in the 

face of endogenous replication stress, such as during replication of repeat regions and in 

conditions of oncogenic stress. In line with this idea, depletion of PARG results in elevated 

levels of PAR in regions in which there is a high frequency of fork reversal, probably by 

limiting RECQ1-mediated restart of reversed forks31. Furthermore, PARP1-dependent 

replication slowdown and reversal was found to occur frequently in proliferating mouse 

embryonic stem cells129. Taken together, these results signify that PARP1 is a crucial 

mediator of the stabilization of replication forks through mediating fork reversal, both 

during unperturbed DNA replication and in the face of exogenous replicative stress.

Replication fork processing.

PARP1 has also been implicated in the restart of stalled forks after release from replication 

blocks. PARP1-dependent replication restart is proposed to be mediated by the recruitment 

of MRE11 to stalled forks to allow for limited resection of the forks to initiate restart116. 

Indeed, PARP1 and PAR have been shown to interact with and recruit MRE11 to stalled 

forks77,116,130. However, PARP1 has also been reported to prevent excessive processing of 

DNA at stalled replication forks by MRE11 (REF. 131). Excessive fork degradation by 

MRE11 is observed in the context of BRCA deficiency, in which replication forks become 

highly unstable upon fork stalling131–133. In addition, BRCA2-deficient cells display 

increased degradation of stalled forks following PARP inhibition, suggesting that PARP1 

could limit the amount of fork degradation in BRCA2-deficient cells. This additive effect of 

PARP1 inhibition on the amount of fork degradation could in part explain the synthetic 

lethality seen in BRCA2-deficient tumours that are subjected to PARP inhibition (FIG. 4b). 

Whether this additional degradation of forks upon PARP inhibition affects replication restart 

still remains to be tested, as cells with BRCA2 deficiency do not display fork restart 

defects132.
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PARP inhibition can also trap PARP1 on the DNA, resulting in the formation of a DNA–

protein complex (DPC)134. DPCs can potentially block the replication machinery, which 

then requires BRCA1 or BRCA2 for its stabilization132,133. Furthermore, because PARP1 

has also been implicated in the protection and restart of stalled forks131,135, PARP inhibition 

would be expected to result in fork collapse owing to the combined effects of forming DPCs 

(replication barriers) and destabilizing forks by preventing their restart. These DSBs would 

not be repaired in the absence of BRCA proteins, thus causing synthetic lethality.

Interestingly, BRCA2-deficient cells have increased PARP1 and MRE11 activity131,136,137. 

The high activity of MRE11 is correlated with the high levels of PAR that have been 

observed in BRCA2-deficient cells and has been implicated in the increased genomic 

instability and loss of viability observed in these cells130,132,137. Increased levels of PAR in 

PARG-depleted cells has also been linked to replicative stress and growth defects, which 

suggests that a tight control over cellular PAR levels is essential for the maintenance of 

genomic stability31,138. Endogenous fork stalling in BRCA2-deficient cells could result in 

increased PARP1 activity and MRE11 recruitment at sites of stalled forks. Although in 

normal conditions MRE11 would disengage from forks, a deficiency in BRCA2 could result 

in the retention of MRE11 at stalled forks, resulting in increased fork degradation and 

genomic instability (FIG. 4b). One implication of such a model is that a reduction of MRE11 

levels at stalled forks could result in a rescue of genomic instability and in synthetic viability 

— a genetic interaction in which a cell that is non-viable owing to the loss of a gene 

becomes viable when the original loss is combined with the loss of another gene. Recent 

studies have shown that either depletion or inhib ition of PARP1 can result in a rescue of the 

viability of BRCA2-deficient mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells and can result in genomic 

stability in differentiated cells130.

The timing of PARP1 depletion or inhibition appears to be important in this context, as the 

loss of PARP1 must take place before the loss of BRCA2. Viable mES cells in which PARP1 

is depleted before deletion of BRCA2 are deficient in HR-mediated DSB repair and have 

proliferation defects. However, replication forks in these HR-deficient cells do not undergo 

degradation upon replication stress. Therefore, protection of replication forks by limiting 

PARP1-mediated MRE11 access to forks would stabilize replication forks and result in 

lower levels of genomic instability and in synthetic viability and chemoresistance in BRCA-

deficient cells130,137 (FIG. 4c). However, the rescue of viability upon BRCA2 deficiency is 

limited to mES cells, and a loss of PARP1 in BRCA2-deficient embryos results in 

embryonic lethality. This is in contrast to loss of TP53BP1, which rescues HR and viability 

in BRCA1-deficient mice79. A loss of other chromatin-associated proteins, such as PAX 

transactivation activation domain-interacting protein (PTIP; also known as PAXIP1) and 

CHD4, has also been implicated in replication fork protection-mediated chemoresistance in 

BRCA-deficient cells137,139. However, an understanding of the link between these factors 

and PARP1 requires further study. Although both replication fork protection and HR 

contribute to genome integrity and chemo-resistance, HR appears to be the dominant 

pathway that promotes fitness.
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PARP1 modulates chromatin structure

The response to DNA damage and its repair in cells necessitates a coordination of multiple 

cellular processes, such as transcription and replication, which is dependent on the 

chromatin environment. Chromatin structure is highly reorganized in response to DNA 

damage to facilitate a favourable environment for the accurate repair of damage140. In 

addition to its role in controlling transcription12,141–143 (BOX 2), PARP1 has been 

implicated in the modulation of chromatin structure that facilitates repair in response to 

various kinds of DNA damage. Biochemical studies have shown that PARP1 can facilitate 

nucleosome disassembly by PARylating histones, which results in chromatin 

relaxation144,145. This in turn supports the recruitment of multiple chromatin remodellers, 

thereby making chromatin accessible for DNA repair (FIG. 5). The relaxation of chromatin 

could explain the global impact of PARP1 in mediating the different DNA repair processes 

that are described above.

One of the best-studied chromatin remodellers that is recruited by PARP1 activity to sites of 

DNA damage is ALC1, a member of the sucrose non-fermenting 2 (SNF2) family of 

chromatin remodellers, which is overexpressed in hepatocellular carcinomas146,147. The 

recruitment of ALC1 to sites of DNA damage by its binding to PAR results in nucleosome 

repositioning and increased accessibility of DNA repair factors to sites of damage148,149. 

Similarly to the loss of PARP1, loss of ALC1 leads to sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents 

and to delayed repair, thereby substantiating a role for PARP1-mediated chromatin 

remodelling in the repair of DNA damage63,148 (FIG. 5).

The catalytic subunit of imitation switch (ISWI) chromatin-remodelling complexes, SWI/

SNF-related matrix-associated actin-dependent regulator of chromatin subfamily A member 

5 (SMARCA5), is also recruited to DSBs in a PARP1-dependent manner150 (FIG. 5). In vivo 

studies showed that SMARCA5 interacts with the PARylated E3 ubiquitin ligase RING 

finger protein 168 (RNF168), and thus is involved in the NHEJ repair pathway. The 

physiological significance of this interaction is highlighted by the fact that depletion of 

SMARCA5 in cells results in their sensitivity to ionizing radiation150. CHD2 is another 

chromatin remodeller that is recruited to DSBs in a PARP1-dependent manner; this triggers 

the deposition of the histone variant H3.3 at these regions and results in chromatin 

relaxation, which promotes efficient repair by NHEJ99 (FIG. 5).

In addition to chromatin remodellers, the transcription factor NR4A (a member of the 

nuclear orphan receptors) also translocates to sites of DSBs following PARP1-mediated 

chromatin relaxation (FIG. 5). This results in its phosphorylation by DNA-PKcs and 

facilitates DNA repair151. The DNA repair activity of NR4A is thought to be independent of 

its role in mediating transcription.

Finally, faithful repair of DSBs also requires the inhibition of transcription at sites of DSB 

repair152,153. Transcription repression complexes are recruited to sites of DNA damage by 

PAR — prominent among them are the nucleosome remodelling and deacetylase (NuRD) 

complex proteins CHD4 and metastasis-associated protein 1 (MTA1)154,155, and members of 

Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1)154. The localization of the components of the 
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NuRD and PRC1 complexes to sites of DNA damage has been linked to repression of 

transcription at these regions, as shown by the absence of RNA polymer-ase II from these 

sites. Therefore, the local chromatin environment at sites of DNA damage could be shaped 

by PARP1 through two complementary mechanisms: first, chromatin relaxation through 

nucleosome eviction and the recruitment of chromatin remodellers; and second, repression 

of transcriptional activity by the recruitment of repressive chromatin modifiers, to prevent 

interference with the DNA repair machinery by the transcription machinery (BOX 2; FIG. 

5).

Future perspectives

PARP1 regulates many cellular functions, which include multiple pathways of DNA repair. 

Thus, it is not surprising that PARP1 has been used as a pharmacological target for the 

treatment of multiple types of cancers that have DNA repair defects, by exploiting the 

phenomenon of synthetic lethality. However, the intricate mechanisms by which PARP1 

regulates the different DNA repair processes, and the interplay between the repair process 

and the transcription programme, require further study. This has been difficult, in part 

because DNA-damaging agents that are used to study the role of PARP1 can have 

pleiotropic effects. For example, ionizing irradiation, which is a standard laboratory tool to 

induce DSBs in cells, also induces other lesions, such as SSBs and base damage, all of 

which may require PARP1 for their efficient repair. Furthermore, some lesions might be 

converted to others; for example, SSBs may be converted to DSBs during replication. 

Therefore, there is a need to develop targeted tools, such as CRISPR–Cas9 technology: the 

use of different versions of the Cas9 protein could be exploited to generate a specific type of 

DNA damage — single-stranded nicks, DSBs or DPCs — at targeted genomic loci. The 

development of such tools will then allow the dissection of the roles of PARP1 in the repair 

of specific lesions. Furthermore, a major focus of future studies of PARP1 should be to 

understand the relationship between distinct but interrelated processes such as DNA 

replication and repair, which are coordinated to bring about the accurate repair of damaged 

DNA.

Pharmacological inhibitors that target PARP1 (and other PARPs) are now either being used 

in the clinic or are in the final phases of clinical trials for the treatment of breast (https://

www.breastcancertrials.org) and ovarian cancers that contain mutations in BRCA2, taking 

advantage of the synthetic lethality caused by a deficiency in both PARP1 and BRCA2. 

Recent phase II clinical trials, which evaluated the efficacy of PARP inhibitors for the 

treatment of metastatic prostate cancer that contains defects in DNA repair genes, have also 

shown promising results156. These data indicate that PARP inhibitors could be used to treat 

different types of cancer that display defects in DNA repair genes. Therefore, it has been 

suggested that PARP inhibitor treatment should be used as a preventive agent in high-risk 

populations157. However, recent studies have uncovered synthetic viability between PARP1 

loss and BRCA1 and/or BRCA2 loss, which occurs if PARP1 is depleted before the loss of 

BRCA2 (REF. 130). This raises concern about the use of PARP inhibitors as a preventive 

agent in high-risk populations, as early inhibition of PARP may facilitate the survival of 

cells that contain hetero zygous BRCA2 mutations, which can then undergo loss of 

heterozygosity.
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In conclusion, additional studies of the role of PARP1 in modulating DNA repair processes 

will provide valuable insights into the basic biological mechanisms that are governed by 

PARP1 and could also result in the future development of novel cancer therapies.
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DNA damage response

(DDR). The collection of cellular pathways that detect, signal and repair DNA damage.
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BRCT domain

(BRCA1 C terminus domain). An evolutionarily conserved protein domain that has DNA 

repair functions; it contains phosphoprotein-binding sites.
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Abasic sites

DNA sites that lack either a purine or a pyrimidine base owing to endogenous and/or 

exogenous DNA damage.
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Epistasis

A genetic interaction in which a mutation in one gene masks the effects of a mutation in 

another gene.
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Oxidative base damage

Damage to DNA bases caused by oxidation, which mostly modifies guanine to produce 

8-hydroxyguanine.
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Alkylation damage

DNA damage mediated by transfer of a single methyl group to a DNA base (mostly to N 

or O atoms of guanine), which results in the formation of a methyl adduct on the base.
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Lesion verification

Verification of a chemical modification on the DNA by the transcription and repair factor 

transcription factor IIH (TFIIH) during nucleotide excision repair.
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Class-switch recombination

(CSR). A process in B cells that involves switching the type of antibody that is produced 

by changing the constant region of the antibody heavy chain.
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V(D)J recombination

A DNA recombination process that occurs during B cell or T cell activation, in which the 

variable domain exons of antigen receptors are assembled from sub-exonic segments 

called V, D and J to ultimately generate an immunoglobulin gene or T cell receptor, 

respectively.
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One-ended DSBs

(One-ended DNA double-strand breaks). DSBs formed during collision of ongoing 

replications forks with a lesion on one strand of the template DNA.
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Shelterin complex

A complex of six proteins that binds to TTAGGG repeats at telomeres and protects them 

from recognition as DNA double-strand breaks.
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Terminal transferase

An enzyme that catalyses the addition of nucleotides to 3′ DNA overhangs at double-

stranded DNA.
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Box 1 |

Catabolism of poly(ADP-ribose)

The best-studied poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR)-degrading enzyme is the endo- and 

exoglycohydrolase, PAR glycohydrolase (PARG)158,159. In mammalian cells, PARG has 

three isoforms: a 110 kDa nuclear isoform and two cytoplasmic isoforms of 99 kDa and 

102 kDa (REF. 26). PARG contains a catalytic domain and a macrodomain fold, which is 

its PAR-binding module. PARG cleaves the 2′,1″-O-glycosidic ribose–ribose bonds that 

covalently link the ADP-ribose monomers of PAR160 (FIG. 1). PARG is crucial for the 

maintenance of PAR levels in cells and its deregulation results in disruption of multiple 

cellular processes, such as DNA repair and apoptosis161,162. Knockout mice lacking the 

nuclear isoform of PARG are highly sensitive to genotoxic stress163, which underscores 

the importance of PARG in cellular metabolism.

In addition to PARG, other PAR-degrading enzymes include ADP-ribosylhydrolase 3 

(ARH3), which is a dinitrogenase reductase-activating glycohydrolase-related protein, 

and O-acyl-ADP-ribose deacylase 1 (OARD1; also known as TARG1). ARH3 localizes 

to the nucleus, cytoplasm and the mitochondria. It does not share structural similarity 

with PARG and it is also able to remove O-acetyl groups from O-acetyl-ADP ribose, 

which is a product of NAD metabolism164,165. However, its role in the catabolism of PAR 

in the DNA damage response has not been studied. In contrast to ARH3, which cannot 

degrade terminal ADP-ribose units, OARD1 is involved in the removal of terminal 

mono(ADP-ribose) moieties166,167. The catalytic mechanism of OARD1 involves a 

conserved Lys residue that forms a covalent lysyl-ADP-ribose intermediate, which is then 

resolved by a closely positioned, catalytic Asp residue. OARD1 seems to have a role in 

DNA damage signalling, as depletion of the protein results in sensitivity to DNA-

damaging agents and reduces the proliferative capacity of cells167.
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Box 2 |

The role of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 in transcription

In addition to its role in DNA repair and replication, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 

(PARP1) also has varied roles in controlling the functions of various components of the 

transcription machinery. PARP1 localizes to the promoters of actively transcribed genes 

and limits the binding of histone H1 to DNA, to promote an ‘open’ chromatin 

environment that is favourable for transcription168. The transcription regulation function 

of PARP1 may not always require its enzymatic activity and can include binding to 

enhancers, modulation of chromatin structure or direct regulation of transcription 

factors169. PARP1 can regulate the activity of transcription factors by recruiting 

transcription co-regulators; for example, it recruits the Lys acetyltransferase p300 to 

nuclear factor-κB to stimulate its transcriptional activity169. Poly(ADP) ribosylation 

(PARylation) of transcription regulators can also have a role in gene regulation. For 

example, PARP1 has been shown to PARylate subunits of the negative elongation factor 

(NELF), NELFA and NELFE. PARylation of NELF proteins promotes transcription 

elongation by RNA polymerase II, by releasing it from its paused state170. However, 

PARP1 binding at regulatory regions of genes can also correlate with transcription 

repression12,171, which may potentially occur in concert with the role of PARP1 in 

mediating DNA repair at actively transcribing regions to prevent interference of the 

transcription machinery with the DNA repair process.
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Figure 1 |. The biochemical functions of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 in DNA damage repair.

a | The domains of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) are shown. PARP1 has a DNA-

binding domain (DBD), which consists of three zinc finger motifs (ZF1–3) and also contains 

a nuclear localization signal (NLS); a central automodification domain, which contains an 

interaction motif termed the BRCA1 C terminus (BRCT) domain; and a carboxy-terminal 

catalytic domain that contains a signature of PARP proteins, the conserved domain (CD). 

The CD contains the active site and binds to NAD+ and also to the Trp-Gly-Arg (WGR) 

domain. b | PARP1 detects DNA damage through its DBD, and it is activated by 

synthesizing poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) chains mainly on itself but also on some of its target 

proteins. NAD+ is used as substrate for PAR formation, and is replenished in the cells from 

nicotinamide, using ATP. PAR chains are rapidly catabolized by PAR glycohydrolase 
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(PARG), ADP-ribosylhydrolase 3 (ARH3) and O-acyl-ADP-ribose deacylase 1 (OARD1). 

PARG cleaves the 2′,1″-O-glycosidic ribose–ribose bonds of PAR. However, cleavage of 

the terminal ADP-ribose moiety requires OARD1 and results in the release of mono(ADP-

ribose). c | Poly(ADP)ribosylation (PARylation) of PARP1 and other target proteins, both 

covalently and non-covalently, results in the recruitment of multiple proteins that have roles 

in different aspects of DNA damage repair. Ade, adenosine; P, phosphate residue; Rib, ribose 

moiety; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA.
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Figure 2 |. The roles of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 in excision repair.

a | Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) activity is required in different steps of single-

strand break repair (SSBR). It is essential for the detection of the SSBs and is then required 

for the recruitment of X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 1 (XRCC1), which acts as a 

scaffold for the recruitment of polynucleotide kinase 3′- phosphatase (PNKP), aprataxin 

(APTX) and DNA ligase 3 (LIG3) to process the SSB. This is followed by the gap filling 

step, which is carried out by DNA polymerase δ (Pol δ), Pol ε and Pol β, and also requires 

PARP1 for stimulating the 5′ flap endonuclease activity of flap endonuclease 1 (FEN1). 

Finally, the DNA is ligated by LIG1. b | PARP1 is also required for the processing of SSBs 

at abortive DNA topoisomerase 1 (TOP1) cleavage complexes (TOP1cc). PARP1 recruits 

and activates tyrosyl-DNA phosphodiesterase 1 (TDP1), which cleaves the TOP1cc from the 
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DNA. The SSB is then repaired by SSBR. c | PARP1 is important for the repair of bulky 

adducts by global genome nucleotide excision repair (GG-NER). In the initial step, lesion 

detection, the DNA damage-binding protein 1 (DDB1)–DDB2 complex is recruited to 

autopoly(ADP) ribosylated (autoPARylated) PARP1. This is followed by the recruitment of 

amplified in liver cancer protein 1 (ALC1), a step that is also mediated by PARP1. This 

results in chromatin decondensation, the recruitment of xeroderma pigmentosum group C-

complementing protein (XPC) and RAD23B, and lesion verification, which involves 

recruiting XPB and XPD through the interaction of their binding partner XPA with PARP1. 

Following lesion verification, the bulky adduct is excised by the concerted action of two 

nucleases, excision repair cross-complementing group 1 protein (ERCC1) and XPG, and the 

resulting gap is filled by Pol δ, Pol ε and Pol κ, and ligated by LIG1 or LIG3. PCNA, 

proliferating cell nuclear antigen; RPA, replication protein A.
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Figure 3 |. The roles of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 in detection and repair of DNA double-
strand breaks.

a | Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) is required for the robust detection of DNA 

double-strand breaks (DSBs) and for the initial DNA damage response through its 

interaction with meiotic recombination 11 (MRE11) and the apical checkpoint kinase ataxia 

telangiectasia mutated (ATM). b | PARP1 has a role in DNA end resection during the 

homologous recombination (HR) process through the recruitment of MRE11 to DSBs, 

which is followed by binding of the single strand by replication protein A (RPA). This 

reaction also requires breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein (BRCA1), and PARP1 may 

stimulate it by indirectly recruiting BRCA1 through its interaction with BRCA1-associated 

RING domain protein 1 (BARD1). PARP1 is also required at later steps to suppress HR, 

probably by limiting the extent of DNA end resection. Resection is limited by the 
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stabilization of poly(ADP)ribosylated (PARylated) BRCA1, which is then bound by 

receptor-associated protein 80 (RAP80). The interaction with RAP80 stabilizes BRCA1 and 

suppresses HR, which results in limited strand invasion and in the subsequent repair of the 

DSB. c | PARP1 is also involved in DSB repair by stimulating classical non-homologous end 

joining (cNHEJ). When DSBs are channelled for repair by cNHEJ, they are bound by 

KU70–KU80 dimers, which activate DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-

PKcs). PARP1 interacts with DNA-PKcs and probably stimulates its activity without the 

requirement of KU proteins. PARP1 is also involved in chromatin remodelling during 

cNHEJ by facilitating the recruitment of chromodomain helicase DNA-binding protein 2 

(CHD2), which then facilitates the recruitment of X-ray repair cross-complementing protein 

4 (XRCC4) and DNA ligase 4 (LIG4) for DNA ligation. d | PARP1 has a role in alternative 

NHEJ (aNHEJ), which is active in the absence of cNHEJ. aNHEJ requires processing of the 

DNA ends by MRE11, which is recruited by PARP1. The resected ends are then joined 

though sequence microhomology and the gap is filled by DNA polymerase θ (Pol θ) and 

ligated by LIG3. Whether PARP1 is required for the recruitment of Pol θ is unknown 

(question mark).
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Figure 4 |. Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 helps maintain the stability of replication forks.

a | Replication fork reversal and restart. Various types of replication stress-inducing agents 

cause replication fork reversal to stabilize stalled replication forks. Poly(ADP-ribose) 

polymerase 1 (PARP1) is recruited to stalled replication forks for lesion detection and repair, 

in coordination with the replication machinery (not shown). PARP1 stabilizes reversed forks 

by inhibiting the activity of ATP-dependent DNA helicase Q1 (RECQ1), which can 

otherwise restart the fork. Following the repair of the lesion (not shown), RECQ1 can be 

activated, which allows branch migration of the reversed fork (dashed arrow), thereby 

mediating replication restart. b | Synthetic lethality. Stalled replications forks are detected by 

PARP1, which recruits the nuclease meiotic recombination 11 (MRE11) to mediate fork 

restart through limited processing of DNA at the forks. Disengagement of MRE11 from 
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replication forks is required for their protection, which might be mediated by breast cancer 

type 2 susceptibility protein (BRCA2). In the absence of BRCA2, MRE11 has unlimited 

access to stalled forks. In combination with PARP inhibition, which limits PARP1 control of 

MRE11, this results in excessive DNA degradation, which might result in fork collapse and 

DSB formation. As cells lacking BRCA2 are deficient in DSB repair by homologous 

recombination (HR), PARP1 inhibition-mediated fork collapse and DSB formation results in 

cellular lethality. c | Synthetic viability. Loss of PARP1 activity results in defective MRE11 

recruitment. If BRCA2 activity is lost after the loss of PARP1, MRE11 accessibility is 

diminished at stalled replication forks and they are therefore protected from degradation. 

Such cells are defective in DSB repair by HR, but they are viable owing to replication fork 

protection.
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Figure 5 |. Chromatin changes induced by poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 — integrating DNA 
repair.

DNA damage in the context of chromatin results in poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 

(PARP1) activation and autopoly(ADP)ribosylation (autoPARylation). PARP1 also 

PARylates histone tails, which results in chromatin relaxation and in nucleosome eviction 

from the DNA. This also allows the recruitment of several chromatin remodellers through 

their binding to PAR, which further relax chromatin to facilitate DNA repair. These 

chromatin remodellers include amplified in liver cancer protein 1 (ALC1), SWI/SNF-related 

matrix-associated actin-dependent regulator of chromatin subfamily A member 5 

(SMARCA5), chromodomain helicase DNA-binding protein 2 (CHD2), which also 

incorporates the histone variant H3.3 into nucleosomes, and the transcription factor NR4A (a 

member of the nuclear orphan receptors). Conversely, repressive chromatin modifiers, such 
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as CHD4 and Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1), are also recruited to sites of DNA 

damage by binding to PAR. They might be recruited to inhibit transcription at flanking 

regions to facilitate DNA repair. RNF168, RING finger protein 168.
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